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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
OF THE STATE OF UTAH
STATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALTY
COMPANY, by and through its insured,
Chad Edgington and Ann Edgington,
Plaintiff- Appellant,

Case No. 20070808-CA

vs.
FORCED AIRE, L.C. dba NEBEKER •
HEATING & A/C, BOYD L. NEBEKER,
dba FORCED AIRE HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING, and JOHN DOES 1-10,
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REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT

REPLY TO STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Defendant asserts, without record citation, that plaintiff removed the subject stove and
flue following the fire.1 Defendant then claims: "[Plaintiffs fire investigator] subsequently
destroyed the pellet stove and flue. The subject pellet stove and flue were not available for
inspection by the defense."2 Even if true, this statement should not have been made because
there is nothing in the court record to support it.3 But, the statement is not true. Attached to

'Defendant's brief at 2.
2

Id.

3

In re Estate ofCluff, 587 P.2d 128, 128 n. 1 (Utah 1978) (court cannot consider matters
that are not part of the record); Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(7) ("All statements of fact and
references to the proceedings below shall be supported by citations to the record . . ..").
1

this brief is an expert report by Joseph M. Bloom performed at the request of John Chipman,
defendant's attorney.4 The report reflects that defendant's expert inspected the scene of the
fire on January 2, 2003,5 and again inspected the pellet stove and flue (at the storage facility
of plaintiffs fire investigator) on January 4, 2006.6 Defendant's expert took numerous
pictures - two photo CDs - of the stove, piping sections, and framing members.7 The pellet
stove and flue and related framing members are still held in storage. Defendant's statement
to the contrary is wholly improper.
Defendant asserts that Boyd Nebeker installed the stove as a favor to Chad Edgington,
charging only for parts.8 This was disputed by paragraph 9 of Mr. Edgington's affidavit,
which stated that "Mr. Nebeker did not bill me for his labor until sometime after he finished
installing the pellet stove, flue, and heating and air conditioning systems in early 1991."9

4

The Bloom report is likewise not in the record, but plaintiff has no other effective avenue
to rebut defendant's statements.
5

Bloom report at 9. .

6

Bloom report at 10.

7

Bloom report at 10.

defendant's brief at 4.
"

9

R. 151 K 9.

ARGUMENT
I:

THE TRIAL COURT IMPROPERLY
EVIDENCE IN STRIKING PORTION
EDGINGTON AFFIDAVIT.

WEIGHED THE
OF THE CHAD

A.

This Court should review the affidavit de novo to determine if it
contained admissible evidence.

Citing to Justice Zimmerman's decision in Murdoch v. Springville Municipal

Corp.

(In re General Determination of the Rights to the Use of All the Water),10 defendants argue
the appropriate standard of review is abuse of discretion. Although Murdoch so states, 11
further analysis is necessary to understand what that means.
"[A] summary judgment challenge presents only legal issuesf.]" 12 Where a trial judge
rules based on proferred or written evidence or testimony, the appellate court is "in as good
a position as the trial court" to examine the matter and may conduct a de novo review and
draw its own legal conclusions from the written documents. 13 A legal error by a trial court
is per se an abuse of discretion. 14 Thus, in Boice v. Marble,15 decided at essentially the same
time 16 as Murdoch, the Utah Supreme Court, through Justice Zimmerman, conducted what
10
1

1999UT39, 9 8 2 P . 2 d 6 5 .

Plaintiff reserves the right to challenge the Murdoch decision in further proceedings.

n

Utah Local Government Trust v. Wheeler Machinery Co., 2006 UT App 513, \ 5, 154
P.3d 175.
13

Jones v. Johnson, 761 P.2d 37, 39 (Utah Ct. App. 1988); Fullmer v. Fullmer, 761 P.2d
942, 945 (Utah Ct. App. 1988).
14

E.g., Crestwood Cove Apartments Business Trust v. Turner, 2007 UT 48,1(41, 164 P.3d
1247; Gaw v. State, 798 P.2d 1130, 1135 (Utah Ct. App. 1990).
15

1999UT71,982P.2d565.

l6

Murdockwa$ decided April 23, 1999. The original opinion in Boice was filed April 2,
1999 UT 29, and an amended opinion was filed August 3, 1999. 1999 UT 71. The opinions
3

appears to be de novo review of a decision striking affidavits opposing a summary judgment
motion. The court made a detailed review of the affidavits and concluded the trial court
"erred" in striking one of the affidavits and did not err in striking the other. 17
This same de novo analysis is evident in Utah Farm Production

Credit Assoc, v.

Watts™ decided in 1987. At issue was whether summary judgment affidavits of former
corporate officers were based on personal knowledge. The Utah Supreme Court engaged in
a detailed review of the affidavits and concluded that portions were valid and relevant, and
that the trial court erred in not considering them. 19
More recently, this Court in Superior Receivable Services v. Pett20 considered whether
a trial court "erred" in denying a motion to strike an affidavit supporting a summary
judgment motion. The opponent claimed that affidavit was based on a review of account
records and therefore not based on personal knowledge. 21 This Court affirmed the trial court
after conducting what appears to be a detailed, de novo review of the affidavit.22
Therefore, even if the standard of review is articulated as being "abuse of discretion,"
this Court should make its own detailed review of the affidavit.23 On summary judgment, the

differ primarily in footnote 5, which concerns matters not germane to the instant matter.
l7

Boice, 1999 UT 71 atlflf 14-15, 17.

18

737P.2d 154 (Utah 1987).

l9

Id. at 158.

20

2008UTApp225.

2l

Id. f 9.

22

Id.% 10.

23

Murdoch, 1999 UT 39, ^ 27 ("We have reviewed the affidavits ourselves.").
4

facts must be viewed in the light most favorable to the party opposing summary judgment
and all doubts must be resolved in favor of the matter proceeding to trial.24 If the affidavit,
read in the light most favorable to plaintiff, contains any statements showing that Chad
Edgington had a personal recollection of when the stove venting system was completed, then
it was an abuse of discretion to strike the affidavit.
B.

The Chad Edgington Affidavit Was Based on Personal Knowledge.

Defendant argues that Chad Edgington's recollection of the stages of home
construction was dependent and that "[a]ny attempt to give a date to the stages of
construction improperly relies on the inspection card."25 There are two infirmities with this
argument. First, it is contrary to the unambiguous statements in the affidavit. In paragraph
11, which was not stricken, Mr. Edgington states: "Construction of the home was finalized
. . . in April of 1991."26 Paragraph 10, which was stricken, states: "I am positive that Mr.
Nebeker did not finish his work on the pellet stove and flue in the home until early 1991. In
fact, I have an independent recollection of the pellet stove and flue not being completed until
the latter stages of the construction of my home."27 These statements are unambiguous, so
construing in favor of plaintiff should not be required. But, if there were any lack of clarity
in the statements, the trial court was required to "construe the facts and all reasonable
inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party."28 Where
2A

Durham v. Margetts, 571 P.2d 1332, 1334 (Utah 1977).

"Defendant's brief at 10.
26

R. 151 \ 11.

27

R. 15 H 10 (italics added).

1%

Andreini v. Hultgren, 860 P.2d 916, 917 (Utah 1993). Accord Orvis v. Johnson, 2008
UT 2, \ 6.
5

Mr. Edgington expressly stated he had an "independent" recollection, defendant's argument
that the recollection was "dependent" violates the requirement that statements in the affidavit
be viewed in the light most favorable to plaintiff.
Removing all references to the inspection card, the affidavit still creates an issue of
fact. The trial court did not strike Mr. Edgington's statement that the home was completed
in April 1991 and no one disputed the completion date. Mr. Edgington testified the flue
installation was not completed until the latter stages of construction.29 If the home was
completed in April 1991, a reasonable inference is that "the latter stages of construction" was
in early 1991. This Court should, therefore, reject defendant's argument that "[a]ny attempt
to give a date to the stages of construction improperly relies on the inspection card."30
A second reason why mention of the inspection card does not invalidate the affidavit
is that the inspection card only confirmed or refreshed, but did not establish, Mr. Edgington's
recollection. Even if Mr. Edgington's recollection came only after reviewing the inspection
card, the recollection is still admissible. "Anything that will quicken the witness's memory
may be used. If a document is used, it does not matter who prepared it or when it was
prepared, because the document is not evidence any more than an electric shock would be
evidence just because it triggered memory."31
Of course, defendant will be expected at trial to argue that Mr. Edgington's
recollection was not independent but was only induced by reading the inspection card.
Challenging the weight to be given to Mr. Edgington's statements at this summary judgment

29

R. 149 H 5; R. 151 H 10.

^Defendant's brief at 10.
31

Edward L. Kimball and Ronald N. Boyce, Utah Evidence Law 6-232 (2d ed. 2004).
6

stage, however, is not appropriate. Chad Edgington's affidavit states it is based on personal
knowledge.

The trial court impermissibly weighed the evidence when it held Mr.

Edgington's statements were based on the inspection card. The factual basis for summary
judgment was disputed, and the summary judgment should be reversed.
II:

THE REASONABLE INFERENCES FROM THE FACTS
PRECLUDED SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

Plaintiffs opening brief showed disputed factual issues because the portions of the
Edgington affidavit that were not stricken established that the stove was not completed until
early 1991 when Boyd Nebeker explained its operation to Chad Edgington.32 In response,
defendant argues that plaintiff "cites no authority that Boyd Nebeker had a duty to show
Chad Edgington how to operate the pellet stove." This misses the point. Mr. Nebeker's
motivation for demonstrating the stove operation was irrelevant. The important fact is that
he did demonstrate the stove operation in early 1991. A reasonable inference is that the
demonstration occurred when the flue pipe installation was completed. Because the court
deciding a summary judgment motion must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the
nonmoving party,33 summary judgment was improper in this case.
III.

THE STATUTE OF REPOSE SHOULD RUN FROM
COMPLETION OF THE SUBCONTRACTOR'S ENTIRE WORK
ON THE PROJECT.

Defendant argues that a pellet stove is like a "utility" and therefore constitutes a
separate improvement under the statute of repose.34 The statute of repose does not define the

32

Plaintiff s opening brief at 13-14.

33

Uintah Basin Med Ctr. v. Hardy, 2008 UT 15, ^ 19, 23, 179 P.3d 786, 791.

''Defendant's brief at 19.
7

term ''utility," but the dictionary35 defines this use of the term as being "a service (as light,
power, or water) provided by a public utility."36 Thus, although a pellet stove may provide
heat, and gas from a utility may also provide heat, a privately owned pellet stove flue is not
similar to a utility. Installation of a pellet stove is thus not "very similar to installation of gas
or water lines."'7 The pellet stove is neither a service or commodity provided by a public
utility nor a pipeline or other facility to deliver such a commodity.
Defendant argues the pellet stove flue is a utility in order to claim that the flue was
"completed" prior to completion of the entire house, and asserts cases from other states
support this concept. Most of the cases cited by defendant were already addressed in
plaintiffs opening brief.38 These cases show that completion of a component part may start
the running of the statute of repose where the statute so provides, or where the subcontractor
has fully completed all work on that particular subcontract.

The new case cited in

defendant's brief also support this rule. In Daidone v. Buterick Bulkheading39 Ihe court held:
"If, however, the design or construction services are completed before a certificate of
occupancy is issued and the designer or contractor has no further functions to perform in
35

Zoll & Branch, B.C. v. Asay, 932 P.2d 592, 595 (Utah 1997) (Court will "look to the
common usage of the word" where the term is not defined by the statute.)
36

Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 1302 (10th ed 1994).

"Defendant's brief at 19.
3

*Ocean Winds Corp. of Johns Island v. Lane, 556 S.E.2d 377 (S.C. 2001), discussed on
pages 22-23 of defendant's brief, is discussed on pages 16-17 of plaintiff s brief. Hopkins
v. Fox, 576 A.2d 921 (N.J. Super. 1990), mentioned on pages 23-24 of defendant's brief, is
discussed on pages 17-18 of plaintiff s brief. Gordon v. Western Steel Co., 950 S.W.2d 743
(Tex. Ct. App. 1997), is cited on page 24 of defendant's brief and discussed on page 18 of
plaintiffs brief. Fueston v. Burns and McDonnell Engineering Co., 877 S.W.2d 631 (Mo.
Ct. App. 1994), is on page 24 of defendant's brief and page 19 of plaintiff s brief.
39

924 A.2d 1193 (N.J. 2007).
8

respect of that construction project, then the start date for Statute of Repose purposes is the
date on which the designer or contractor has completed his or her portion of the work."40
This case thus supports the rule advocated by plaintiff, that the statute cannot begin to run
until after the subcontractor has completed his entire portion of the work. Mr. Nebeker did
not claim to have finished his entire subcontract in December 1990; Chad Edgington testified
Mr. Nebeker did not finish until early 1991.41
Strong policy reasons support fixing the "completion" date as being the completion
of an entire subcontract - an easily determined, bright line date. To fix an earlier date is
fraught with difficulty. "It would be overly burdensome to decipher when individual portions
of a subcontractor's overall project are completed for purposes of the statute of repose."42
For example, for an air conditioning subcontractor such as Mr. Nebeker, does a claim relating
to the air ducts run from completion of the duct work or from completion of the entire air
conditioning system? Also, defendant argues that the statute should run from when the
subcontractor turns over possession to the contracting party and no longer has control over
the job.43 This occurs when the entire subcontract is completed.
Plaintiff argued in its opening brief that under the statute of repose, the
"improvement" is the entire house, and the statute fixes the completion date based on

40

Id. at 1198.

4i

R. 151 1[9.

42

Id. at 32.

43

Defendant'sbriefat27.
9

completion of the entire house. 44 If this Court instead focuses on individual comiponents, the
Court should hold the statute runs from the completion of each complete subcontract.
IV.

THE HOME OWNER CANNOT TAKE POSSESSION UNTIL
AFTER THE SUBCONTRACTOR HAS RELINQUISHED
CONTROL OVER THE ENTIRE SUBCONTRACT.

For the same reasons expressed in the prior point, the Court should hold that the
homeowner does not have "possession" of an improvement under the statute until the
subcontractor has finished his or her portion of the project and no longer has any control over
the job site. Defendant provides the argument for this as follows:
Possession suggests that the contractor or subcontractor
has turned over the improvement to the control of the
contracting party. This change in control of the improvement
has nothing to do with occupancy.
Equitably, when
subcontractors are working on an improvement, those
subcontractors can protect their work and detect and remedy any
tampering. Once the improvement is tendered as complete, the
subcontractor loses ability to control and protect the
improvement and the statute of repose begins to run.45
In this case, a reasonable inference from the facts is that this transfer of control
occurred in early 1991 when Mr. Nebeker explained the operation of the pellet stove to Mr.
Edgington and completed his subcontract. As stated by defendant, when the subcontractors
are still there working, the project is still under their control and they can protect it. It is only
when the subcontract is tendered as complete that possession transfers and the statue of
repose begins to run.

44

Plaintiffs brief at 14-19.

45

Defendant's brief at 27 (holding in original).
10

Defendant claims that plaintiff did not preserve this issue for appeal. The transcript
of the oral arguments reveals that plaintiff did claim the facts relating to the overall
subcontractor were relevant to determining when acceptance of the pellet stove occurred:
THE COURT: Now, does the Statute of Repose relate
only to the installation of the stove and the flue which the
plaintiff claims caused the fire, or does the Statute of Repose
relate to all work done by this particular subcontractor regarding
the heating and air conditioning associated with the homeMR. ANDERSON: Okay. Well, the statute does not
differentiate. But there is one important fact even if the statute
is overly ambiguous on that issue and we don't have case law to
support it. If I may, if we've got a pellet stove here that's been
installed, in Mr. Nebeker's testimony I think it's undisputed is
that the didn't do it in just one sitting. He came in and did some
work, left, came back again, or his people did. . . .
THE COURT: Let me - before we get to far away, the
claim in this case is a claim of negligence?
MR. ANDERSON: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Negligent installation of a pellet stove and
the flue. That means there's a duty. That means there's a breach
of that duty, and it means that the breach of that duty
proximately causes the injury. So, if it doesn't just relate to the
stove and the flue and it relates to his installation of the furnace,
for example, or the hot tub, how can that be a part of the Statute
of Repose where there's no proximate cause?
MR. ANDERSON: I'm not arguing that, Your Honor.
THE COURT: So, do you agree then that we're limited to
the pellet stove and the flue and nothing else?
MR. ANDERSON: For that purpose, yes.
THE COURT: Okay.
MR. ANDERSON: But I think that the facts with regards
to the other work Mr. Nebeker did on the subject home are

11

relevant in setting forth when the acceptance of the pellet stove
and the pellet stove flue occurred. 46
Mr. Anderson's statement that ' T m not arguing that" thus meant that he was not
arguing that installation of the hot tub proximately caused the injury. He was very clear,
however, that "the other work Mr. Nebeker did on the subject home [is] relevant in setting
forth when" the statute of repose begins to run. This is not a new argument raised for the
first time on appeal.
V:

THE MONSON AFFIDAVIT WAS TIMELY BECAUSE NO
RULE SET A DEADLINE FOR FILING IT.

Defendant claimed the affidavit of Chad Edgington should be rejected because Mr.
Edgington purportedly relied on the building inspection card but was not the one who
prepared it. In response, plaintiff provided the affidavit of Dallas Monson, who was the
building inspector and actually prepared the building inspection card. Defendant objected
to the affidavit as untimely.
Plaintiff argued in its opening brief that no rule prohibited the filing of the Monson
affidavit, and explained that the deadline for filing memoranda did not apply to filing
affidavits. 47

Defendant has made no arguments in opposition to this point and must be

deemed to agree with it. Instead, defendant cites to the Court of Appeals decision in Pratt
v. Nelson** where the court struck a memorandum because it was untimely. That decision
was reversed by the Utah Supreme Court.49 More importantly, the decision of the Court of

'R. 387 (Transcript of oral arguments) at 26-27.
Plaintiffs opening brief at 23.
;

2005 UT App 541, 127 P.3d 1256.

'Pratt v. Nelson, 2007 UT 41, 164 P.3d 366.
12

Appeals dealt with a late memorandum, not an affidavit. It is not helpful on the issue of
whether the current rules impose a deadline for filing affidavits.
Defendant also asserts, without argument, that the affidavit was not based on
independent recollection and constituted speculation. These claims were already addressed
in plaintiffs opening brief.50
CONCLUSION
The trial court improperly weighed the evidence, in contravention of the requirement
that all submissions be viewed in the light most favorable to the party opposing summary
judgment. The summary judgment should be reversed and the case remanded for trial on the
merits. The Court should further hold that the statute of repose commences no earlier than
when the subcontractor has completed the entire subcontract.
DATED this

of July, 2008.
WITT & ANDERSON

Brett C. Anderson
Attorney for Appellant State Farm Fire and
Casualty Company by and through its insured,
Chad Edgington and Ann Edgington

°Plaintiff s opening brief at 23.
13
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APPENDIX
Bloom Fire Investigation Report

BLOOM FIRE INVESTIGATION
Joseph M. Bloom

BFI Case #:

S121902.L

Date:

August 25, 2006
Client:

John Chipman
Nelson Chipman Law Office
215 S. State St. Ste. 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Adjuster:

Lisa Ross
Farmers Insurance

File:

Farmers CV45042

Insured:

Nebeker Forced Air

Incident:

Two House Fires at the Same Location

Incident Dates:

December 19, 2002
December 20, 2002

Assignment Date:

December 24, 2002

Examination
Dates:
Investigation
Location:

(1)January 2, 2003
(2)January 4, 2006
(1)House at 25 S. Country Ln.
Fruit Heights, Utah
(2)Burn Pattern Analysis Evidence
Lockers, Salt Lake City, Utah

Reference:

Kaysville City Fire Department
Incident #: 2002-0020861-000
2002-0020864-000

Administration:

Sample of Blown-in Insulation And
Vinyl Material Removed From Scene
With the Owners Permission.

Attachments:

Included A - M
Serving clients since 1983

P.O. Box 207 • Grants Pass, OR 97528 • (541) 476-1606 • Fax (541) 474-2022

CASE REPORT
Details
A house owned by Chad and Ann Edgington was heavily damaged from
two fires which occurred on succeeding days, December 19 and 20,
2002.
The first fire was reportedly small, contained inside a chimney
mechanical chase, hereafter called the mechanical shaft or
mechanical chase.
The second fire was substantial, and destroyed most of the attic
and roof, and the center of the house main floor trusses lost
integrity and fell into the basement.
Structure
The house was a wood frame, brick exterior structure with a bar
tile roof. For orientation, the front of the house faced west.
The house contained a main floor, with a kitchen, living area,
bedroom and bathroom.
The lower floor also contained a kitchen,
living room / den, bedrooms, bathroom, and a mechanical room.
The mechanical room in the lower floor housed two gas-fired water
heaters, two furnaces, water softener and a flue pipe leading from
a gas fireplace in the den. The exhaust pipes, consisting of Type
B or Type L vent for the gas appliances (the piping was taken
outside and not tagged) , and ABS pipe from the high-efficiency
furnaces lead upward through the mechanical chase through the
upper floor and through the open attic.
The pellet stove, located on the main floor, was connected to Type
B or Type L vent inside the mechanical chase, and continued upward
through the chase and also through the attic and terminated above
the roof.
Both Type B and Type L vent remains were found at Burn Pattern
Analysis evidence lockers.
The piping had been removed and
disconnected by fire personnel prior to the first examination,
shortly after the first fire, and placed outside the house.
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Damage
The first fire damage appeared limited to an area inside or around
the mechanical shaft.
There also appeared to be damage to the
trusses between floors.
The deputy State Fire Marshal photos indicate a ventilation hole
was cut into the roof by firefighters.
The second fire photo panorama is shown in detail m
BFI photo journal.

the attached

Witnesses and Information Obtained
Boyd Nebeker, the insured and owner
contacted by phone and at the scene.

of

Nebeker

Forced

Air,

He said the first fire occurred on December 18.
The fire
department arrived and the origin was described as above the
pellet stove area at the attic. The fire re-ignited on December
19th at about 4 a.m.
He also said that after the first fire, the owners moved all their
possessions into the garage.
The second fire caused extensive damage.
Mr. Nebeker installed a pellet stove at the residence about 12
years ago. The stove was an Earth Pellet Stove.
Mr. Nebeker's work was performed for the owner as a favor, for
free. The house was under construction at the time, the work was
fully exposed and the first "four way" (heating, plumbing,
electrical, and framing) inspection had not been performed by the
building official yet.
He was asked what type of pipe he used and described the material
as L vent pipe, designed for pellet stove use.
He said two insurance guys and another man were at the scene after
the fire.
The first fire caused minor damage; the second fire was described
as a rekindle.
The house was a Rambler home with a 5/12 pitch roof.
He was asked about the pellet stove installation and replied the
stove was on a platform about a foot off the floor.
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He said the chimney chase contained both B vent and L vent.
vent was for the water heater.

The B

He said the fire damage appeared to be 3 ! - 6' above the stove on
the flue pipe.
The pipe 12" - 18" above the stove was not
discolored.
Mr.
Nebeker
also
stated
numerous
times
that,
after
his
installation, the pellet stove had been removed by unknown persons
to allow other construction to be completed.
Brett Larkm, Kaysville Fire Department Chief, contacted by phone
at (801) 284-6350.
He did not attend the fires, his assistant
chief responded. He was asked about the second fire and replied
it was not suspicious.
A set of photographs were
included as an attachment.

taken,

which

were

ordered

and

are

Larry Gregory, Farmmgton Fire Chief, contacted by phone at (801)
451-2842.
He and another firefighter were assigned to get the
pellet stove and take it outside. They disconnected the pipe and
pulled it straight out of the stove.
He said they didn't remove the cover to the rear of the pellet
stove, and did not remember if the cover was m place at the time.
Jim Dudzmski, Deputy State Fire Marshal contacted by phone (801)
284-6350. He went to the house after the first fire.
He said he got to the scene about 3:30 p.m. and it was a "simple
fire." The 2 X 8 support beams were eaten away at the area near
the stove pipe.
There was a seam m the pipe at the 2 X 8 . He was asked about the
pipe and replied he didn't get into the type of pipe used, but the
fire started near the pellet stove pipe.
He was asked about insulation and said he thought it might also be
involved.
The owner reportedly built a hot fire, and repeated the damage was
at the 2 X 8 , where the wood was eaten away near the pipe.
The stove had been moved to the outside.
A set of photos he had taken were ordered and were received on
January 13, 2003. The photos show the rear cover to the pellet
stove was not in place at the time.
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He was asked about the pipe and said it had been removed to the
outside of the house when he arrived and he did not replace it.
However, he did take measurements and was under the impression
that a pipe seam was too close to the framing members that burned.
He did not
contents.

try

to

reconstruct

the

fire

scene

by

replacing

Lennox Corporation, parent company of Earth Stoves (800) 655-2008.
Marina is the customer support tech that is most knowledgeable
about Earth Stove pellet stove installations.
She said in our conversation the stove sounded like a Model HP40.
She said the baffle cover over the motor and blower has a
manufactured hole to allow passage of the L vent chimney.
The
stove has a 40,000 BTU output and there is a clean-out in the
front.
She also said the pipe should be cleaned out and the stove
maintained and vacuumed out yearly, as described in the owner's
manual.
Matthew, another tech, said
manufactured from 1989-94.

this

model

pellet

stove

was

A request was made for an Installation and Operation Manual, which
was received by this office on January 10, 2003.
Mike Eggington, Kaysville Fire Department Assistant Chief. He was
in charge of the firefighting operations. He said the first fire
was located in the fireplace opening and about 7f off the floor,
where the glue lam beam was located.
He said there was some electrical
(pellet) stove was powered.

power

in the

area, as

the

A discussion of the blown-in cellulose insulation led to the
description that the ground paper material was about 12-16" thick
in the attic. He said he did not see the remains of a "dam" to
hold the blown-in material away from the mechanical shaft.
There was no electrical service to the house when the second fire
occurred.
Chief Eggington also stated the fire department checked the house
on four occasions after the first fire, and nothing unusual was
noted. The fire department checked at 8 p.m., and again at 11:30.
A deputy passed the house at 2:30 a.m., and an off-duty Kaysville
firefighter passed the house at 4;15. No indications of any fire
activity were noted.
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A neighbor also looked at the house shortly before the second fire
and nothing was unusual. The fire developed very quickly and the
house was fully involved in fire when department personnel arrived
for the second incident.
The assistant chief said the second fire appeared to have come
from the basement area and burned upward, having involved the
cellulose wall insulation.
Chad Edgington, the owner of the house, met at the scene with a
number of other parties.
The first fire was about 11:30 a.m. on
was away at the time, having left about
smoke coming out of a window and called
wife had been home until about 10 a.m.,
the kids off at a neighbor's.

December 18th. He said he
6:30 a.m. A neighbor saw
the fire department. His
when she left and dropped

They had been using the wood pellet stove the night before, it had
a glass front. The stove had been started before 4:30 or 5:30 and
ran all night long.
The stove had been off the day before. He'd let it burn 3+ days
and when there was soot on the glass, he took the fake log out and
vacuumed it with the central vacuum.
The canister is at the
northeast corner of the garage.
The stove had been going the day of the first fire.
department said the pellet stove was still burning.

The fire

The stove was described as a top loader, with a 2 H gallon hopper
capacity.
The stove was described as when out of pellets, the unit would
just blow air.
The bin would run 30 hours.
It was thermostat
controlled, and set at 68-70 degrees.
The Earth Stove was purchased from Bill Jones
Wyoming, and he got it before he built the house.
the garage and it remained for 2-3 months

in Evanston,
He put it in

The stove was installed before the insulation was blown in.
There had been some furnace problems, but Boyd (Nebeker) came out
and fixed the problem.
The furnace was a type which used PVC
pipe.
The day of the fire, Mr. Edgington told his wife that the furnace
wasn't working again.
There were no indications of any other problems that morning.
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After the first fire was out, when Mr. Edgington got home, he said
there was a mess on the pellet stove, and a large hole in the
fireplace, and 10'-12' to the north. There was soot in the eaves
all the way around the house.
He could see where the fire was above. The fire department didn't
know if the fire came from the fireplace or furnace.
The fire
department made a big hole in the roof.
The fire marshal came out and said the fire came from the area of
the mechanical chase. He found trusses that were hollowed out.
The furnace duct goes up the same chase as the pellet stove duct.
Boyd Nebeker was a good friend, and he assisted Mr. Edgington in
installing the pipe. He didn't do anything with the heat; he
hooked it (stove) up.
He didn't remember when the fireplace brick was installed.
The work was completed ll1^ years before, approximately April 1991.
He didn't use the stove much. A pallet would hold 40-50 sacks of
40 pound bags, which lasted the first two years.
The stove was used when they first moved in to the home.
They
continued to use it in the winter for atmosphere. Their boy fell
against it and was burned. They then quit using the stove for a
long time.
Mr. Edgington said he bought another pallet of wood.
In the
previous 2-3 years, he used about 2-5 bags in the winter. It had
been used again in the last 3-4 weeks before the fire.
The pellet stove had been off Wednesday, the day before the fire.
The fire was then started before 5:30 p.m. and ran all night, and
was going the day of the fire.
He doesnft remember when the fireplace brick was installed.
He said he had been in the attic about 2 + /- years ago and no
problems were noticed.
The attic was insulated with cellulose
throughout. He used to install insulation when he was younger and
liked cellulose.
There were no repairs to the stove.
There was no access panel provided to access the stove nor had he
built a "dam" to hold the insulation away from the mechanical
chase.
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Mr. Edgington also stated he was the construction contractor for
his home.
His brother Chad was a general contractor and the
brother only provided the names of sub-contractors.
Robert "Jake" Jacobsen, owner of Burn Pattern
plaintiff fire investigator, also met at the scene.

Analysis

and

He said when he got there was a hole over the pellet stove former
location and to the left of the stove, caused by the fire. The
stove had already been pulled out.
There was damage to the trusses.
The fire personnel told him the fire appeared to b€^ above the
pellet stove. There was fire in the basement as well.
The fire marshal thought fire had occurred in the soffet
(mechanical chase) for the pellet stove. There was a hollowed out
piece of truss found.
Deputy State Fire marshal Jim Dudinsky came out.
The owner said the floor was compromised, but he didn't see any
holes in the floor.
There was no
burned.

fire damage

in

the

garage.

The

kitchen

wasn't

Jake left about 7:30 the evening of the first fire, the fire
department personnel said they would have someone come out
throughout the evening
Fire Department Photos
One photo shows the rear of the pellet stove, with the cover
removed.
The cellulose insulation inside the stove is black on
top with some unburned underneath, indicating the cover was off at
the time of the original fire.
The photos are included as an attachment.
Fire Marshal Deputy Photos
The deputy's photos show the fire at the chimney chase and
fireplace hearth. One photo also shows the pellet stove without a
cover at the rear.
Another photo shows what appears to be a
foreign material on top of the stove, the later photos show this
material has been removed.
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These photos are also included as an attachment.
Consumer Product Safety Commission 78-105, dated December 18,
1978. This bulletin describes the hazards of cellulose insulation
and proposals for labeling that material.
Bulletin 77-102, Tips for
Consumers
also included with the attachments.

Insulating

Their

Homes,

is

Internet Information Regarding Cellulose Insulation
Numerous websites were accessed noting the fire hazard properties
and care necessary to install blown-in cellulose insulation.
Copies are included with the attachments.
The reference sites include Southern California Gas, Sintra
Engineering, Home Depot, and California Dept. of Consumer Affairs.
Owners Manuals
Three Earth Stove HP 40 owners' manuals were obtained, two from
Mr. Jacobsen and one from Lennox Corp.
The 1989 and 1990 manual (fig. 8) and the 1995 owner's manual
(p. 16) describe the requirement for a minimum 26" X 26" service
door in the framing at the rear of the stove.
Uniform Mechanical Code, 1991 edition.
Section 7 94.7 states
"thermal insulation shall not be installed within 3" of any metal
chimney or gas vent."
Two paragraphs later, the section also
states "A permanent sleeve of fine wire mesh screen, sheet metal,
or other noncombustible material shall be installed to maintain
the required clearances."
Copies of the above sections are included with the attachments.
Kaysvjj.J-le Fire Department Report
The first fire was reported at 11:42 a.m. on December 19, 2002.
The second fire was reported at 4:51 a.m. on December 20, 2002.
Scene Examination
Arrangements were made through attorney Rick Rosefs office for a
multiple party examination to convene January 2, 2003.
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The area around the mechanical chase that suffered the initial
damage was found burned to a far greater degree than the initial
fire department and state fire marshal photos show after the first
fire.
The second fire caused almost complete destruction to the roof
sheathing, insulation and substantial damage to the attic truss
framing.
After excavation of the area, unburned loose insulation was found
near the top of the mechanical chase sill plate, suggesting the
insulation most probably had fallen into the shaft prior to the
first fire. Loose insulation was also noted on top of the water
heater and furnace on the lower floor.
Some blown-m cellulose insulation was found at a wall space near
the mechanical shaft.
A sample was removed and placed m an
evidence locker.
A piece of what appeared to be vinyl or paint was also found at a
sheetrock tape seam at the main floor fireplace hearth. This was
also placed m an evidence locker.
A trip was then made to Mr. Jacobsen' s storage facility location
and the pellet stove and pipe was examined.
The rear protective cover to the pellet sto^e that had been
removed was not found.
Burned insulation was found inside the
rear of the pellet stove adjacent to the combustion chamber, as
well as some wiring whose insulation had been partially burned or
fully consumed. Aluminum from an unknown source which had melted
and re-formed was also found inside the rear of the stove. This
indicates the cover most probably had not been m place at the
time of the first fire.
Evidence Examination
A second examination of the evidence held
facility was conducted on January 4, 2006.

at

Jake

Jacobsen's

Two photo CD's were taken of the evidence m the facility," which
included the stove, piping sections, and framing members.
Although many pipes had been removed as well as some framing
members, total reliance on these items of evidence cannot be
depended upon. Not all the pipes may have been removed from the
scene, and the framing members may have been substantially damaged
and char depth altered by the second fire.
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Also, caked insulation on the framing members may have incubated
or protected areas, and/or may have smoldered for a prolonged time
in localized areas, resulting with unreliable burn patterns for
investigation of the second fire.
The use of hose streams during the first fire may have moved
insulation in the attic, leaving some insulation wet, some dry.
The pellet stove controls were found with the burner
xv
low" and the power control "off".

control at

The complete scene and evidence examination is described in detail
in the attached photo journals.
The earlier set contains still
photograph prints, the most recent examination is on two CD's

Opinions and Conclusions
This investigation consisted of an examination of the remains,
statements received, physical evidence found, analysis of burn and
char patterns, examination of the electrical system, analysis of
fire department and Deputy State Fire Marshal's photos and
elimination of other potential
causes.
The first fire was only cursorily examined by the State Fire
Marshal deputy, who did not replace the pellet stove or any of the
pipes to confirm if his hypothesis was correct.
The pellet stove
and pipe had been removed from the house and placed at the rear
porch
by
suppression
firefighters
when
he
arrived.
This
effectively destroyed any possibility to precisely locate the
exact relation and distances of the stove and pipe to framing
members.
The State Fire Marshal's office
scene after the second fire.

also

did not

get

called

to

the

A complete scene examination and "dig out" was not effected until
after the second fire, when far more severe and substantive damage
had occurred to the house, surrounding and masking the damage from
the first fire.
The mechanical shaft wall studs in the first area of origin were
almost completely consumed by the second fire, as shown in the
attached photographs. Additionally all the combustible cellulose
insulation materials, as well as the burning wafer wood roof
sheathing and some larger framing members, surely should be
expected to have burned and fallen downwards.
As such, the area
of origin for the first fire should be considered as substantially
altered after the second fire.
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The owner stated he did not build his home in accordance with the
Uniform Mechanical Code requirements regarding a "dam" to contain
the blown-m cellulose insulation away from the mechanical shaft
and warm pipes.
The house contained an unprotected vertical opening extending from
the lower floor upward and into the attic.
There is also a discrepancy in statements, as Mr. Nebeker stated
the pellet stove had been placed by him initially and had been
moved sometime by persons unknown during the hearth installation.
The later work would require removal and replacement of the peLlet
stove and piping.
The pellet stove was also not installed in accordance with the
manufacturer's requirements that an access door be placed in a
wall behind the stove.
From fire scene photographs and subsequent examinations, there is
a strong probability that the cover was not on the rear of the
pellet stove at the time of the fire, exposing the combustion
chamber and base of the exhaust piping to falling cellulose
insulation.
Additionally, the second fire's onset occurred very rapidly, and
within a short time after the off-duty firefighter and a neighbor
saw the house yet undamaged. The second fire's intensity consumed
and altered the area of initial origin as well as the attic, roof
structure and center of the house.
It appears the first fire was not completely extinguished, and a
small spark or incipient fire incubated m the super-insulated
attic and pre-heated.
This incubation and attic pre-heatmg
reached a suitable fuel-to-air mixture and ignited, displaying the
fully-involved attic m a short time as described.
The pre-heatmg and long burning in the attic undoubtedly burned
into the attic framing, wafer wood and raftersr altering burn
patterns and evidence caused by the first fire.
The movement of the pellet stove and piping was performed prior to
the State Fire Marshal deputy or Mr. Jacobsen's arrival, which
substantially altered the area of origin, and removed material
shown on photos which had been on top of the pelleb stove and been
cleaned off by persons unknown. This material remaining on top of
the stove should be considered important, to determine if it had
indeed been cellulose insulation and what the condition was. In
addition, not all the chimney piping may have been retrieved.
The precise distance relationship of chimney pi pe and framing
members was destroyed when the pipe and stove were removed.
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There was no reconstruction performed at the scene to a pre-fire
basis
There was also no known testing of a pellet stove with proper
piping, to determine the temperature at the seams, the same
distance above the stove as was present at the Edgmgton
residence.
Blown-m cellulose insulation consists of ground newspaper treated
with boric acid, which breaks down and the loose insulation
settles over time. As an installer of this material, as well as
the contractor, Mr. Edgmgton should have been aware of this
hazard.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission, as well as the insulation
industry, was aware of the hazards at the time the house was
built.
Industry Standards and the Uniform Mechanical Code mandate
cellulose insulation is not to be placed w/in 3" of combustibles
or pipes.
The owner stated he did not build a dam to hold the
insulation away from the mechanical chase.
On a more probable than not basis, the cellulose was the material
first ignited when it was in contact m the coverless are of the
pellet stove.
The owner/contractor was an installer of cellulose insulation and
elected to use the potentially dangerous cellulose insulation
despite knowing the hazards of its losing fire resistance over
time and not building a dam to protect the chase from falling
insulation.
In addition, the owner stated he was the contractor, yet opted to
not follow the manufacturer's instructions regarding installation
of an access service door for the pellet stove.
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